Determination of protein-derived epitopes by mass spectrometry.
Mass spectrometry has evolved as a technique suitable for the characterization of peptides and proteins beyond their linear sequence. The advantages of mass spectrometric sample analysis are high sensitivity, high mass accuracy, rapid analysis time and low sample consumption. In epitope mapping, the molecular structure of an antigen (the epitope or antigenic determinant) that interacts with the paratope (recognition surface) of the antibody is identified. To obtain information on linear, conformational and/or discontinuous epitopes, various approaches have been developed in conjunction with mass spectrometry. These methods include limited proteolysis and epitope footprinting, epitope excision and epitope extraction for linear epitopes and probing the surface accessibility of residues by differential chemical modifications of specific amino acid side chains or by differential hydrogen/deuterium exchange of the protein backbone amides for conformational and discontinuous epitopes. Epitope mapping by mass spectrometry is applicable in basic biochemical research and, with increasing robustness, should soon find its implementation in routine clinical diagnosis.